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On Sum of Squares Representation of Convex Forms
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Abstract. A convex form of degree larger than one is always nonnegative since it vanishes together with its
gradient at the origin. In 2007, Parrilo asked if convex forms are always sums of squares. A few years
later, Blekherman answered the question in the negative by showing through volume arguments that
for high enough number of variables, there must be convex forms of degree as low as 4 that are
not sums of squares. Remarkably, no examples are known to date. In this paper, we show that all
convex forms in 4 variables and of degree 4 are sums of squares. We also show that if a conjecture
of Blekherman related to the so-called Cayley-Bacharach relations is true, then the same statement
holds for convex forms in 3 variables and of degree 6. These are the two minimal cases where one
would have any hope of seeing convex forms that are not sums of squares (due to known obstructions).
A main ingredient of the proof is the derivation of certain “generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities”
which could be of independent interest.
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1. Introduction and Main Result. The set Hn,k of homogeneous real polynomials (forms)
in n variables and of degree k is a central subject of study in algebraic geometry. When the
degree k =: 2d is even, three convex cones inside Hn,k have received considerable interest. The
cone of nonnegative forms
Pn,2d := {p ∈ Hn,2d | p(x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn},
the cone of sum of squares (sos) forms
Σn,2d := {p ∈ Hn,2d | p =
∑
i
q2i for some forms qi ∈ Hn,d},
and the cone of convex forms
Cn,2d := {p ∈ Hn,2d | ∇2p(x)  0 ∀x ∈ Rn},
where ∇2p(x) stands for the Hessian of the form p at x, and the symbol  stands for the
partial ordering generated by the cone of positive semidefinite matrices.
The systematic study of the interplay between the cones Pn,2d and Σn,2d was undertaken by
Hilbert at the end of the nineteenth century, when he showed that these two cones are different
unless n ≤ 2, 2d ≤ 2 or (n, 2d) = (3, 4) [15]. Even though Hilbert’s work provided a strategy
for constructing nonnegative forms that are not sos for the smallest number of variables and
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degrees possible (i.e., forms in P3,6 \ Σ3,6 and P4,4 \ Σ4,4), it took almost eighty years for the
first explicit examples of such forms to be found by Motzkin and Robinson [18, 24, 21]. See
[22] for a more thorough discussion of the history of this problem.
The relationship between Cn,2d and Σn,2d is much more complicated and it was an open
problem for some time whether Cn,2d ⊆ Σn,2d for all n and d. (The reverse inclusion is of
course false; e.g., x2y2 ∈ Σ2,4 \C2,4.) Note however, that we trivially have Cn,2d ⊆ Pn,2d since
a global minimum of a convex form is always at the origin where the form and its gradient
vanish.
Studying the gap between the cone of sum of squares and the cone of convex polynomials is
particularly relevant from an optimization point of view, where it is more naturally formulated
in the non-homogeneous setting1. Consider the problem of finding the minimum value p∗ that
a convex polynomial p takes on Rn. Observe that
p∗ = max
γ∈R
γ s.t. p− γ is nonnegative.
The well-known machinery of “sum of squares relaxation” [20, 19], for which efficient algo-
rithms based on semidefinite programming exist, can be readily applied here to obtain a lower
bound psos on p∗:
psos := max
γ∈R
γ s.t. p− γ is sos.
Note that for any scalar γ, the polynomial p− γ is convex. If we knew a priori that p− γ is
sos whenever it is nonnegative, then this relaxation becomes exact; i.e., p∗ = psos.
Blekherman has recently shown that for any fixed degree 2d ≥ 4, as the number of variables
n goes to infinity, one encounters considerably more convex forms than sos forms [6]. Remark-
ably however, there is not a single known example of a convex form that is not sos. Due to
Hilbert’s characterization of the cases of equality between the cone of nonnegative forms and
the cone of sos forms, the smallest cases where one could have hope of finding such an example
correspond to quaternary quartics ((n, 2d) = (4, 4)) and ternary sextics ((n, 2d) = (3, 6)). The
goal of this paper prove that no such example exists among quaternary quartics.
Theorem 1.1. Every convex quarternary quartic is sos, i.e., C4,4 ⊆ Σ4,4.
Furthermore, we show that if a conjecture of Blekherman related to the so-called Cayley-
Bacharach relations is true, no convex form which is not sos can exist among ternary sextics
either, i.e., C3,6 ⊆ Σ3,6.
A possible plan of attack to show that a convex form is sos is to show that it is sos-
convex. This concept, introduced by Helton and Nie [13], is an algebraic sufficient condition
for convexity which also imples the property of being sos. This plan would not be successful
for our purposes however, since there exist explicit examples of convex forms that are not
sos-convex for both cases (n, 2d) = (4, 4) and (n, 2d) = (3, 6) [1]. In fact, the problem of
characterizing for which degrees 2d and number of variables n sos-convexity is also a necessary
condition for convexity, has been completely solved in [1]. The authors prove that this is the
1While the properties of being nonnegative and sum of squares are preserved under the homogenization
operation p(x)→ ydeg(p)p(x
y
), the property of convexity is not in general. For instance, the polynomial x2 − 1
is convex, but its homogenization x2 − y2 is not.
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case if and only if n ≤ 2, 2d ≤ 2 or (n, 2d) = (3, 4), i.e., the same cases for which Pn,2d = Σn,2d
as characterized by Hilbert, albeit for different reasons.
Our proof strategy relies instead on an equivalence due to Blekherman [7] between the
membership p ∈ Σ4,4 for a nonnegative form p, and the following bounds on point evaluations
of the form p:
(1.1)
√
p(u1) ≤
8∑
i=2
√
p(ui) and
√
2
√
|p(z)|+ Re (p(z)) ≤
8∑
i=3
√
p(vi),
where the real vectors vi and ui are the complex vector z come from intersections of quadratic
forms (see Theorem 4.2 for a more precise statement). This equivalence is explained in sec-
tion 4. We show in section 5 that any quaternary quartic form p that satisfies the two
inequalities
(1.2) Qp(x,y) ≤
√
p(x)p(y) ∀ x,y ∈ R4 and |p(z)| ≤ Qp(z, z¯) ∀ z ∈ C4,
whereQp(x,y) :=
1
12y
T∇2p(x)y, also satisfies these bounds. These inequalities can be thought
of as a generalization of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, valid for any n×n positive semidefinite
matrix Q:
xTQy ≤
√
xTQx · yTQy ∀ x,y ∈ Rn.
We show that convex quaternary quartic forms satisfy the inequalities in (1.2), and are there-
fore sos. In fact, in section 3, we present generalizations of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
that apply to convex forms of any degree and any number of variables. We believe that these
inequalities could be of independent interest. In section 6, we discuss a possible extension of
our proof technique to the case of ternary sextics.
2. Background and Notation. We denote the set of positive natural numbers, real num-
bers, and complex numbers by N, R, and C respectively. We denote by (e1, . . . , en) the
canonical basis of Rn. We denote by i the imaginary number
√−1, and by z¯, |z|, Re (z), and
Im (z) the complex conjugate, the modulus, the real part and the imaginary part of a complex
number z respectively.
2.1. Notation for differential operators. We denote by ∂u the partial differentiation
operator in the direction of u ∈ Cn, i.e., ∂up(x) is the limit of the ratio (p(x + tu)− p(x))/t
as t → 0 for all n-variate polynomial functions p and all vectors x ∈ Cn. The gradient
operator (∂e1 , . . . , ∂en)
T is denoted by ∇, the Hessian operator ∇∇T is denoted by ∇2, and
the Laplacian operator ∂2e1 + · · · + ∂2en is denoted by ∆. For a form p ∈ Hn,2d and vectors
x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Cn, we denote by p(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn) the differential operator obtained by replacing
the indeterminate xk with ∂xk for k = 1, . . . , n in the expression p(x1, . . . , xn). We note that
taking k partial derivatives of a k-degree form results in a constant function. As a consequence,
we consider the quantity p(∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn)q to be a scalar for all forms p and q in Hn,k.
2.2. Euler’s identity. Euler’s identity (see e.g., [17]) links the value that a form p ∈ Hn,k
takes to its gradient as follows :
k p(x) = xT∇p(x) ∀x ∈ Rn.
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By applying this identity to the entries of the gradient ∇p, one obtains the following relation-
ship between a form and its Hessian:
k(k − 1) p(x) = xT∇2p(x)x ∀x ∈ Rn.
It is readily seen from this identity is that every convex form is nonnegative; i.e., for every
d ∈ N, Cn,2d ⊆ Pn,2d.
2.3. Tensors and outer product. A tensor of order k is a multilinear form T : (Rn)k → R.
The tensor T is called symmetric if T (x1, . . . ,xk) = T (xi1 , . . . ,xik) for every x1, . . . ,xk ∈ Rn
and every permutation (i1, . . . , ik) of the set {1, . . . , k}. The outer product of two vectors x
and y is denoted by x⊗ y. The symmetric outer product 12(x⊗ y + y ⊗ x) of two vectors x
and y is denoted by x · y. The (symmetric) outer product of a vector x with itself k times
is denoted by xk. For any tensor T of order d, the quantity T (x1, . . . ,xk) is a linear function
of the outer product x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk of the vectors x1, . . . ,xk. If the tensor T is assumed to be
symmetric, then this quantity only depends on the symmetric outer product x1 . . .xk.
2.4. Forms and symmetric tensors. For every form p ∈ Hn,k, there exists a unique
symmetric tensor Tp of order k such that
p(x) = Tp(x, . . . ,x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
) ∀x ∈ Rn.
This is known as the polarization identity [8]. The tensor Tp is related to the derivatives of
the form p via the relation
(2.1) k! Tp(x1, . . . ,xk) = ∂x1 . . . ∂xkp ∀x1, . . . ,xk ∈ Rn,
and is related to the coefficients of the form p via the identity
(2.2) pi1,...,in =
(
k
i1, . . . , ik
)
Tp(e1, . . . , e1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i1 times
, . . . , en, . . . , en︸ ︷︷ ︸
in times
),
where pi1,...,in is the coefficient multiplying the monomial x
i1
1 . . . x
in
n in p.
When k =: 2d is even, we define the polynomial
(2.3) Qp(x,y) := Tp(x, . . . ,x︸ ︷︷ ︸
d times
,y, . . . ,y︸ ︷︷ ︸
d times
) ∀x,y ∈ Rn.
We call the polynomial Qp the biform associated to p. We note that Qp is a form of degree
2d in the 2n variables (x,y) that is homogeneous of degree d in x (resp. y) when y (resp. x)
is fixed.
2.5. Inner product on Hn,2d. We equip the vector space Hn,2d with the the following
inner product
〈p, q〉 := p(∂e1 , . . . , ∂en)q ∀p, q ∈ Hn,2d,
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the so-called Fischer inner product [11]. This inner product can also be expressed in a more
symmetric way in terms of the coefficients of the forms p and q as follows
〈p, q〉 = (2d)!
∑
i1+···+in=2d
(
2d
i1, . . . , in
)−1
pi1,...,in qi1,...,in ∀p, q ∈ Hn,2d.
By Riesz representation theorem, for every linear form ` : Hn,2d → R, there exists a unique
form p ∈ Hn,2d satisfying
`(q) = p(∂e1 , . . . , ∂en)q ∀q ∈ Hn,2d,
and we write ` = p(∂e1 , . . . , ∂en).
A particularly important special case of linear forms is given by tensor evaluations. The
linear form given by p 7→ Tp(x1, . . . ,x2d) for some fixed vectors x1, . . . ,x2d is identified with
the polynomial 1(2d)!∂x1 . . . ∂x2d . For instance,
• The point evaluation map at x ∈ Cn given by p 7→ p(x) is equal to the differential
operator 1(2d)!∂
2d
x .
• The map p 7→ Qp(x,y) is equal to the differential operator 1(2d)!∂dx∂dy for all vectors x
and y in Cn.
• The map p 7→ Qp(z, z¯) is equal to the differential operator 1(2d)!(∂2x + ∂2y)d for any
vector z in Cn whose real and imaginary parts are given by x and y. This follows from
the fact that ∂z = ∂x + i∂y and ∂z¯ = ∂x − i∂y.
2.6. Convex duality. We denote the dual of a convex cone Ω ⊆ Hn,2d by
Ω∗ := {` : H2,2d → R | ` is linear and `(p) ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ Ω}.
Recall that C∗n,2d = cone{`x,y | x,y ∈ Rn}, where `x,y(p) := yT∇2p(x)y and cone(S) denotes
the conic hull of a set S [23]. By using the pairing between linear forms acting on the
vector space Hn,2d and elements of this vector space described in subsection 2.5, we can write
C∗n,2d = cone{(∂y)2(∂x)2d−2 | x,y ∈ Rn}. For example, when n = 2, if we denote ∂e1 and ∂e2
by ∂x and ∂y respectively, then
(2.4) C∗2,2d =
{
N∑
k=1
(αk∂x + βk∂y)
2(γk∂x + δk∂y)
2d−2 | N ∈ N and αk, βk, γk, δk ∈ R
}
.
3. Generalized Cauchy-Schwarz Inequalities for Convex Forms. The Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality states that for any n× n positive semidefinite matrix Q,
xTQy ≤
√
xTQx · yTQy ∀x,y ∈ Rn.
When the vectors x and y are complex and conjugate of each other, i.e. when x = y¯ =: z,
the inequality reverses as follows:√
zTQz · z¯TQz¯ ≤ zTQz¯ ∀z ∈ Cn.
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This inequality is well-defined since the quantity appearing on the left-hand side is a nonneg-
ative number as zTQz · z¯TQz¯ = |zTQz|2, and the complex number on the right-hand side is
a real number because it is equal to its conjugate.
The condition that the matrix Q is positive semidefnite can be restated equivalently in
terms of convexity of the quadratic form p(x) := xTQx. In the following theorem, we present
a generalization of these inequalities for convex forms of higher degree.
Theorem 3.1 (Generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities (GCS)). For any convex form p in
n variables and of degree 2d, we have
(3.1) Qp(x,y) ≤ Ad
√
p(x)p(y) ∀x,y ∈ Rn,
and
(3.2) |p(z)| ≤ Bd Qp(z, z¯) ∀z ∈ Cn,
where Qp is the biform associated with p and defined in (2.3), and Ad and Bd are universal
constants depending only on the degree 2d.
The two remarks below give new interpretations of the GCS inequalities that do no involve
the biform Qp.
Remark 3.2. In view of the identification of differential operators with linear forms dis-
cussed in subsection 2.5, the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (3.1) can be written in
terms of mixed derivatives as follows:
∂dx∂
d
yp ≤ Ad
√
∂2dx p · ∂2dy p ∀x,y ∈ Rn,
where p is any convex form of degree 2d. Similarly, the second Generalized Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality in (3.2) can be written as
|∂2dz p| ≤ Bd ∂dz∂dz¯ p ∀z ∈ Cn,
for any convex form p of degree 2d. If we denote by x and y the real and imaginary parts of
the vector z, the same inequality reads
|∂2dz p| ≤ Bd (∂2x + ∂2y)d p.
Remark 3.3. For all forms p ∈ Hn,2d, and for all complex vectors z ∈ Cn whose real and
imaginary parts are given by x and y, the quantity Qp(z, z¯) is proportional to the average of
the form p on the ellipse
{αx + βy | α, β ∈ R and α2 + β2 ≤ 1}.
More precisely, we show in Appendix A the identity
(3.3) Qp(z, z¯) =
4d(d+ 1)
pi
(
2d
d
)−1 ∫∫
α2+β2≤1
p(αx + βy) dαdβ.
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The generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (3.2) can thus be equivalently written as
|p(x + iy)| ≤ B′d
∫∫
α2+β2≤1
p(αx + βy) dαdβ ∀x,y ∈ Rn,
for any convex form p ∈ Hn,2d, where B′d := 4
d(d+1)
(2dd )pi
Bd.
We emphasize that the constants Ad and Bd appearing in the GCS inequalities depend
only on the degree 2d, and not on the number of variables n. Furthermore, for the purposes of
this paper, we need to find the smallest constants that make these GCS inequalities hold for
quartic and sextic forms, i.e., when d = 2 and d = 3. This motivates the following definitions
for all d ∈ N:
(3.4)
A∗d := inf
A≥0
A s.t. Qp(x,y) ≤ A
√
p(x)p(y) ∀n ∈ N, ∀p ∈ Cn,2d, ∀x,y ∈ Rn,
B∗d := inf
B≥0
B s.t. |p(z)| ≤ BQp(z, z¯) ∀n ∈ N, ∀p ∈ Cn,2d, ∀z ∈ Cn.
It should be clear that the “inf” in these definitions is actually a “min” since the inequality
symbol “≤” appearing in the GCS inequalities is not strict. Moreover, the constants A∗d and B∗d
are bounded below by 1 for all d ∈ N. This is easily seen by, e.g., taking n = 1, x = y = z = 1,
and considering the (univariate) convex form p(x) := x2d.
Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the statement that the constants Ad∗ and B∗d are finite for
all positive integers d. The following theorem strengthens this claim.
Theorem 3.4 (Optimal constants in the GCS inequalities). For all positive integers d,
B∗d =
(2(d−1)
d−1
)
d
.
Moreover, A∗1 = A∗2 = A∗3 = 1, A∗4 is an algebraic number of degree 3, and for all even integers
d ≥ 4, A∗d > 1. More generally, for every positive integer d, the constant A∗d is the optimal
value of an (explicit) semidefinite program.
Remark 3.5. The quantity
(2(d−1)d−1 )
d is known as the d
th Catalan number [16].
The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.4 are given in subsection 3.1 and subsection 3.2
respectively.
3.1. Proof of the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities in Theorem 3.1. In this
section, we will show that the GCS inequalities are, at heart, linear inequalities about bivariate
convex forms. This observation will eventually lead to a simple proof of Theorem 3.1.
The next lemma leverages the homogeneity properties of the elements of Hn,2d to linearize
inequalities (3.1) and (3.2).
Lemma 3.6. For all n, d ∈ N, for any positive constants Ad and Bd, and for any nonneg-
ative form p ∈ Pn,2d,
(i) the form p satisfies the inequality in (3.1) with constant Ad if and only if
(3.5) 2Qp(x,y) ≤ Ad (p(x) + p(y)) ∀x,y ∈ Rn,
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(ii) the form p ∈ Pn,2d satisfies the inequality in (3.2) with constant Bd if and only if
(3.6) Re (p(z)) ≤ BdQp(z, z¯) ∀z ∈ Cn.
Proof. Fix positive integers n and d, positive scalars Ad and Bd, and let p ∈ Hn,2d. Let us
prove part (i) of the lemma first, i.e., that the form p satisfies (3.1) if and only if it satisfies
(3.5). The “only if” direction can be easily seen from the inequality
√
ab ≤ a+ b
2
∀a, b ≥ 0.
We now turn our attention to the “if” direction. Applying inequality (3.5) to vectors x and
λ
1
dy, where λ is a nonnegative scalar, results in
2Qp(x, λ
1
2dy) ≤ Ad
(
p(x) + p(λ
1
2dy)
)
.
By homogeneity, we get that 2λQp(x,y) ≤ Ad
(
p(x) + λ2p(y)
)
. In other words, the univariate
polynomial f(λ) := Ad p(x) + λ
2 Ad p(y) − 2λ Qp(x,y) is nonnegative on [0,∞). If one of
the scalars p(x) or p(y) is zero, or if the scalar Qp(x,y) is negative, there is nothing to
prove. Otherwise, the polynomial f has two (complex) roots, whose sum and product are
both positive. The polynomial f is therefore nonnegative on [0,∞) if and only if its roots are
equal or are not real, which happens if and only if the discriminant Qp(x,y)
2 − A2dp(x)p(y)
is nonpositive.
We now prove part (ii) of the lemma, i.e., that the form p satisfies (3.2) if and only if it
satisfies (3.6). Again, it is straightforward to see why the “only if” part is true, so we only
prove the “if” part. Let us assume that p satisfies inequality (3.6) with constant Bd, and let
z be an arbitrary complex vector in Cn. Let z′ = eiθz, where θ := arg(p(z))2d is chosen so that
p(z′) is a nonnegative scalar. By homogeneity, we have
|p(z)| = Re (p(z′)) and Qp(z, z¯) = Qp(z′, z¯′).
Applying inequality (3.6) to z′ leads to |p(z)| ≤ Bd Qp(z, z¯), which is the desired result.
We now show that it suffices to prove the GCS inequalities for convex forms in 2 variables.
For this purpose, notice that for any n-variate form p of degree 2d and for any two vectors
x,y ∈ Rn, the quantities p(x), p(y) and Qp(x,y) appearing in inequality (3.1) only depend
on the form p through its restriction to the plane spanned by the vectors x and y given by
(3.7) q(x, y) := p(xx + yy).
Indeed,
p(x) = q(e1), p(y) = q(e2) and Qp(x,y) = Qq(e1, e2),
where e1
T = (1, 0) and e2
T = (0, 1). Moreover, for any complex vector z = x + iy, we have
p(z) = q(e1 + ie2), Qp(z, z¯) = Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2), and thus all the quantities appearing in
the inequality (3.2) only depend on p through its two-dimensional restriction q as well.
The form q defined in (3.7) is bivariate and of the same degree as p. Furthermore, the form
q is convex if p is. The proof of theorem Theorem 3.1 therefore reduces to showing existence
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of two constants Ad and Bd indexed by d ∈ N, such that all bivariate convex forms q of degree
2d satisfy the inequalities
(3.8) 2Qq(e1, e2) ≤ Ad (q(e1) + q(e2)) ,
and
(3.9) Re (q(e1 + ie2)) ≤ Bd Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2).
We now show that these inequalities follow from the following simple lemma, whose proof is
delayed until the end of the section.
Lemma 3.7. Let Ω be closed cone in Hn,2d, and let ` be a linear form defined on Ω that
satisfies
(3.10) [`(p) = 0 =⇒ p = 0, ∀p ∈ Ω] and ` ≥ 0 on Ω.
Then the set Ω` := {p ∈ Ω | `(p) ≤ 1} is compact.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix d ∈ N, and define two linear forms ` and s acting on q ∈ C2,2d
as `(q) := q(e1) + q(e2) and s(q) := Qq(z, z¯), where z = e1 + ie2. We start by showing that
the linear forms ` and s satisfy the condition in (3.10) with Ω = C2,2d. If q ∈ C2,2d, then q is
nonnegative and therefore `(q) ≥ 0. Moreover, because of the relationship between Qq(z, z¯)
and the integral of q described in (3.3), it is clear that s(q) ≥ 0 as well. Now assume that
a form q ∈ C2,2d satisfies `(q) = 0. Since q is nonnegative, we have q(e1) = q(e2) = 0. By
convexity, the restriction of the function q to the segment linking e1 to e2 is identically zero.
By homogeneity, q must be identically zero. Similarly, if s(q) = 0, then by (3.3), the average
of q on the unit disk is zero, and since the form q is assumed to be nonnegative, it must be
identically 0.
By Lemma 3.7, the following two sets must therefore be compact:
L := {q ∈ C2,2d | q(e1) + q(e2) ≤ 1}, S := {q ∈ C2,2d | Qp(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) ≤ 1}.
Let ‖ · ‖ be any norm on the vector space H2,2d and define the scalars α, β as follows:
α := sup
q∈L
‖q‖ and β := sup
q∈H2,2d
Qq(e1, e2)
‖q‖ .
We will show that inequality (3.8) holds with constant Ad = αβ. Note that α is finite because
L is compact, and β is finite because the map q 7→ Qq(e1, e2) is a linear function over a finite
dimensional space. Let q ∈ C2,2d and assume that q is not zero, so that the scalar `(q) is
positive. On the one hand, we have Qq(e2, e2) ≤ β‖q‖. On the other hand, ‖q‖ ≤ α`(q)
because the form q`(q) is in the set L. We have just shown that Qq(e2, e2) ≤ αβ`(q), which
concludes the proof of inequality (3.8). A similar argument shows the existence of a finite
constant Bd for which (3.9) hold.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let Ω and ` be as in the statement of the lemma, and let ‖ · ‖ be
any norm of Hn,2d. It is clear that the set Ω` is a closed set as it is the intersection of a half
space with Ω.
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Suppose it is not bounded, i.e., suppose there exists a sequence (q(k))k of Ω` such that
‖q(k)‖ → ∞ as k →∞. By taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that the sequence
(q(k))k does not contain zero. The sequence
(
q(k)
‖q(k)‖
)
k
lives in the cone Ω, and is bounded (by
one), so it admits a converging subsequence. Let q∞ ∈ Ω denote its limit. Since the function
` is bounded by 1 on Ω`, the ratio
`(q(k))
‖q(k)‖ tends to 0 as k → ∞, and therefore `(q∞) = 0.
By (3.10), the form q∞ is itself identically zero. Yet, ‖q∞‖ = 1, which is a contradiction.
3.2. Values of the optimal constants A∗d and B
∗
d defined in (3.4). Fix d ∈ N. We have
shown in the previous section that
(3.11)
A∗d = minA s.t. 2 Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) ≤ A (q(e1) + q(e2)) ∀q ∈ C2,2d,
B∗d = minB s.t. Re (q(e1 + ie2)) ≤ BQq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) ∀q ∈ C2,2d.
This formulation is useful for finding lower bounds on the constants A∗d and B
∗
d . Indeed, to
show that A∗d > A for some scalar A , it suffices to exhibit a convex bivariate form q that
satisfies 2Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) > A (q(e1) + q(e2)). An similar statement can be made for
B∗d as well.
To find upper bounds on the constants A∗d and B
∗
d , we take a dual approach. For all
scalars A and B, we define the linear forms
(3.12) `A := A(∂
2d
x + ∂
2d
y )− 2∂dx∂dy ,
and
(3.13) sB := B(∂
2
x + ∂
2
y)
d − Re ((∂x + i∂y)2d).
Because of our discussion in subsection 2.5, the constants A∗d and B
∗
d can be found by solving
the following optimization problems, dual to the optimization problems in (3.11).
(3.14)
A∗d = minA s.t. `A ∈ C∗2,2d,
B∗d = minB s.t. sB ∈ C∗2,2d.
In other words, in order to prove that A∗d ≤ A for some scalar A, one has to show that `A can
be decomposed as in (2.4). An identical statement can be made for B∗d here too.
3.2.1. Values of the optimal constants A∗d defined in (3.4). We will show in this section
that the optimization problems in (3.14) are tractable. The following theorem shows that
convex bivariate forms are also sos-convex.
Theorem 3.8. [1, Theorem 5.1] A bivariate form q(x, y) =
∑2d
i=0 qix
iy2d−i is convex if and
only if it is sos-convex, i.e., if there exists a positive semidefinite 2d× 2d matrix Q such that
(3.15) uT∇2q(x, y)u = zTQz ∀x, y ∈ R, ∀u ∈ R2,
where zT := (u1x
d−1, u1xd−2y, . . . , u1yd−1, u2xd−1, u2xd−2y, . . . , u2yd−1) is the vector of mono-
mials in the variables x, y, u1, u2.
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d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A∗d 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.011 1.000 1.061 1.000 1.048
Table 1: Approximation of the value of the constant A∗d defined in (3.4) obtained by numeri-
cally solving the SDP in (3.14)
By expanding both sides of (3.15) and matching the coefficients of the polynomials that appear
on both sides, we obtain an equivalent system of linear equations involving the coefficients of
the form q and the entries of the matrix Q. What we have just shown is that
C2,2d = {q ∈ H2,2d | ∃Q  0 s.t. q and Q satify the linear equations in (3.15)}.
This set is a projected spectrahedron, i.e., it is defined via linear equations and linear matrix
inequalities. The class of projected spectrahedra is stable by taking the convex dual, so C∗2,2d
is also a projected spectrahedron. Optimizing linear functions over such sets (or their duals) is
therefore an semidefinite program (SDP). Semidefinite programming is a well-studied subclass
of convex optimization problems that can be solved to arbitrary accuracy in polynomial time.
Because of our characterization of A∗d in (3.14), it should be clear that A
∗
d is the optimal value
of an SDP. We report in Table 1 the values of Ad to 4 digits of accuracy obtained using the
solver MOSEK [4].
Note that in practice, numerical software will only return an approximation of the optimal
solution to an SDP. Such approximations can nevertheless be useful as they help formulate a
“guess” for what the exact solution might be, especially if the solution sought contains only
rational numbers (with small denominators). In particular, the following identities, which are
trivial to verify, were obtained by rounding solutions obtained from a numerical SDP solver,
and constitute a formal proof that A∗1 = A∗2 = A∗3 = 1.
∂2x + ∂
2
y − 2∂x∂y = (∂x − ∂y)2,
∂4x + ∂
4
y − 2∂2x∂2y = (∂x − ∂y)2(∂x + ∂y)2,
∂6x + ∂
6
y − 2∂3x∂3y =
1
2
(∂x − ∂y)2(∂4x + ∂4y + (∂x + ∂y)4).
We also note that few algebraic methods have been developed for solving SDPs exactly,
especially for problems of small sizes [2, 14]. For instance, we were able to solve the SDP in
(3.14) characterizing A∗d for d = 4. The key steps in this computation are (i) exploiting the
symmetries of the problem to reduce the size of the SDP [12], (ii) formulating the correspond-
ing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker equations (see, e.g., [3]) and (iii) solving these polynomial equations
using variable elimination techniques.2 The value of A∗4 is given by
1
70
ω
1
3 +
128
15
ω−
1
3 +
11
35
, where ω := 14336 + i
14336
√
3
9
.
2The curious reader is referred to this Sage notebook describing these steps in more details [10].
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Unlike the constants A∗d for d ≤ 3, the constant A∗4 is not equal to 1. In fact A∗4 is not even a
rational number, but an algebraic number of degree three with minimal polynomial given by
t3 − 33
35
t2 − 17
245
t+
13
42875
.
In Appendix B, we prove that A∗d > 1 whenever d is an even integer larger than 4.
Conjecture and open problem. Supported by the numerical evidence in Table 1, we
conjecture that the constant A∗d defined in (3.4) is equal to 1 when the integer d is odd, and
we leave open the problem of finding the exact value of A∗d for even integers d larger than 4.
3.2.2. Exact values of the optimal constants B∗d defined in (3.4). The goal of this
section is to show that
B∗d =
(2(d−1)
d−1
)
d
∀d ∈ N.
The following proposition shows that for all positive integers d, sB ∈ C∗2,2d for B =
(2(d−1)d−1 )
d ,
where sB is defined in (3.13), and therefore, B
∗
d ≤
(2(d−1)d−1 )
d .
Proposition 3.9. For all positive integers d, for all x, y ∈ R,
(3.16)
(2(d−1)
d−1
)
d
(x2 + y2)d − Re ((x+ iy)2d) = 4
d
2d
d−1∑
k=0
(−skx+ cky)2 (ckx+ sky)2d−2 ,
where ck = cos(
kpi
2d ) and sk = sin(
kpi
2d ) for k = 0, 1, . . . , 2d− 1.
Proof. Identity (3.16) is homogeneous in xT = (x, y). It is therefore sufficient to prove
that it holds when x is a unit vector. Let x be such a vector, and let us write x = cos(θ) and
y = sin(θ) for some θ ∈ R. Then identity (3.16) becomes(2(d−1)
d−1
)
d
− cos(2dθ) = 4
d
2d
d−1∑
k=0
sin2
(
kpi
2d
− θ
)
cos2d−2
(
kpi
2d
− θ
)
∀θ ∈ R.
The proof of this trigonometric identity is purely computational, and can be found in Ap-
pendix C.
Let us now show that for all d ∈ N, the constant B∗d is bounded below by
(2d−2d−1 )
d . To do
so, we exhibit a family of nonzero bivariate convex forms (qd)d∈N that satisfy
Re (qd(e1 + ie2)) =
(
2d−2
d−1
)
d
Qqd(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) ∀d ∈ N.
We plot in Figure 1 the 1-level sets of the polynomials qd for d = 1, . . . , 4.
Proposition 3.10. For every positive integer d, the form qd defined by
(3.17) qd(x, y) := Re ((x+ i y)
2d) + (2d− 1)(x2 + y2)d
is convex and satisfies Re (qd(e1 + ie2)) =
(2d−2d−1 )
d Qqd(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2).
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x
y
q1(x, y) = 2x
2
x
y
q2(x, y) = 4x
4 + 4y4
x
y
q3(x, y) = 6x
6 + 30x2y4 + 4y6
x
y
q4(x, y) = 8x
8 + 112x4y4 + 8y8
Figure 1: Plot of the 1-level sets of the forms qd defined in (3.17) for d = 1, . . . , 4. These forms
saturate the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (3.2) and
To give the proof of Proposition 3.10, it will be convenient for us to switch to polar
coordinates (r, θ) ∈ [0,∞) × [0, 2pi) defined byx = r cos(θ) and y = r sin(θ). More explicitly,
for every k ∈ N, every bivariate form p ∈ H2,k can be expressed in polar coordinates as
p(x, y) = rkf(θ), where f is a polynomial expression in cos(θ) and sin(θ). In particular, the
function f is differentiable infinitely many times. The following lemma gives the expressions
of the Hessian and Laplacian operators in polar coordinates.
Lemma 3.11 (Hessian and Laplacian in polar coordinates). The Hessian and Laplacian of
a form p ∈ H2,k, whose expression in polar coordinate is p(x, y) = rkf(θ), are given by
∇2p(x, y) = rk−2 (k(k − 1)f(θ)err + (k − 1)f ′(θ)erθ + (k + f ′′(θ)) eθθ) ,
∆p(x, y) = rk−2
(
k2f(θ) + f ′′(θ)
)
,
where er :=
(
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
)
, eθ :=
(− sin(θ)
cos(θ)
)
, and err = erer
T , erθ = ereθ
T + eθer
T , eθθ = eθeθ
T .
Proof. See Appendix D.
Proof of Proposition 3.10. Fix a positive integer d and let us prove that the form qd defined
in (3.17) is convex. Note that we can express qd in polar coordinates as follows,
qd(x, y) = Re (r
2dei2dθ + (2d− 1)r2d).
Using Lemma 3.11, we get that
∇2r2d = r2d−2 (2d(2d− 1)err + 2deθθ)
and
∇2
(
r2dei2dθ
)
= 2d(2d− 1)r2d−2ei2dθ (err + ierθ − eθθ) .
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By summing the previous two equations term by term and taking the real part, we get
∇2qd(x, y) = 2d(2d− 1)r2d−2
(
cos(2dθ) + 2d− 1 − sin(2dθ)
− sin(2dθ) − cos(2dθ) + 1
)
.
The trace of the matrix in the right-hand side of this equation is (2d)2(2d− 1)r2d−2, and its
determinant is given by (2d(2d − 1)r2d−2)2(2d − 2)(1 + cos(2dθ)). Both the trace and the
determinant of the Hessian matrix of qd are thus clearly nonnegative. This proves that this
Hessian matrix is positive semidefinite and that the form qd is convex.
Let us now compute Re (qd(z)) and Qqd(z, z¯) where z = e1 + ie2. By plugging x = 1 and
y = i in the right-hand side of the identity
Re ((x+ iy)2d) =
d∑
k=0
(
2d
2k
)
x2d−2k(iy)2k,
we get that qd(z) =
∑d
k=0
(
2d
2k
)
= 22d−1.
We now compute Qqd(z, z¯). Because of the identification between linear forms and differ-
ential operators introduced in subsection 2.5, this task is equivalent to computing ∆dqd. On
the one hand, the function f(x, y) := (x+ iy)2d is holomorphic when viewed as a function of
the complex variable z = x+ iy, therefore
∆d Re ((x+ iy)2d) = 0.
On the other hand, by using Lemma 3.11 again, we get for every positive integer k, ∆r2k =
4k2r2k−2, and by immediate induction, ∆dr2d = 22dd!2. Overall, we get ∆dqd = (2d−1)22dd!2,
and therefore
Qqd(z, z¯) = 2
2d−1 d(
2d−2
d−1
) .
In conclusion, we have just proved that Re (qd(z)) =
(2d−2d−1 )
d Qqd(z, z¯).
4. What Separates the Sum of Squares Cone from the Nonnegative Cone. In [7], the
author offers a complete description of the hyperplanes separating sos forms from non-sos
forms inside the cone of nonnegative quaternary quartics. We include the high level details of
that description here to make this article relatively self-contained.
If a form p ∈ P4,4 is not sos, then there exists a subset V = {v1, . . . ,v8} of Cn and complex
numbers a1, . . . , a8 ∈ C \ {0} that certify that fact in the sense that
(4.1)
8∑
i=1
aiq(vi) ≥ 0 ∀q ∈ Σ4,4,
but
∑8
i=1 aip(vi) < 0 [7, Theorem 1.2]. Let us now explain where the set V and the scalar ai
come from. The points in V are the common zeros to three linearly independent quadratic
forms qi(x) = x
TQix, where the Qi are 4× 4 symmetric matrices and i = 1, 2, 3 [7, Lemma
2.9]. Equivalently,
V = {x ∈ R4 | q1(x) = q2(x) = q3(x)} = {v1, . . . ,v8}.
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Define V 2 := {vvT | v ∈ V }. The eight elements of V 2 live in the 6-dimensional vector space
of symmetric 4×4 matrices, and they are all orthogonal to the three-dimensional vector space
spanned by Q1, Q2, and Q3. A simple dimension counting argument tells us that there must
exist a linear relationship between the vectors vi of the form
(4.2)
8∑
i=1
µiviv
T
i = 0,
for some µ1, . . . , µ8 ∈ C. In fact, this relationship between the vi is unique (up to scaling).
Furthermore, all the scalars µi must be nonzero. This is known as the Cayley-Bacharach
relation [9]. We assume from now on that all the µi have norm 1 (after possibly scaling the
vectors vi.)
Now that we have characterized the evaluation points vi, let us turn our attention to the
scalars ai in (4.1). These scalars should satisfy [7, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7.1]
(4.3)
8∑
i=1
1
ai
= 0.
We now need to distinguish between the case where all the elements of V are real (i.e.,
V ⊂ R4) and the case where they are not. In the former case, all the scalars µi must be real,
exactly one of the scalars ai must be negative and the rest should be positive [7, Theorem
6.1]. By reordering the indices if necessary, we assume a1 < 0 and ai > 0 for i > 1. By scaling
all the scalars ai, we assume
(4.4)
1
a1
= −
8∑
i=2
1
ai
= −1,
in which case inequality (4.1) reads
(4.5) p(v1) ≤
8∑
i=2
aip(vi).
In the case where one of the vectors vi is not real, it is proven in [7, Corollary 4.4] that V
could be taken so that exactly two of the vectors vi are not real, in which case they (and their
coefficients µi) should be conjugate of each other. Again, up to reordering, we can assume
that v1 := z is not real, v2 = z¯, µ1 = µ¯2 and the rest of the vectors vi and scalars µi are real.
By scaling, we can further assume that
(4.6)
1
a1
+
1
a¯1
= −
8∑
i=2
1
ai
= −1.
In this case, the inequality in (4.1) reads
(4.7) a1p(z) + a¯1p(z¯) +
8∑
i=3
aip(vi) ≥ 0.
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We present the following simple lemma (whose proof can be found in Appendix E) that
will let us rewrite the inequality in (4.1) without refering to the scalars ai.
Lemma 4.1. For all nonnegative scalars x2, . . . , xn, the maximum of the quantity
∑n
i=2 aixi
over all positive scalars a2, . . . , an satisfying
∑n
i=2
1
ai
= 1 is (
∑n
i=2
√
xi)
2.
Furthermore, for any complex number z, the maximum value of the quantity az+ a¯z¯ over
all complex numbers a satisfying 1a +
1
a¯ = 1 is 2(|z|+ Re (z)).
Indeed, Lemma 4.1 shows that a form p satisfies inequality (4.5) for every a1, . . . , a8 ∈ R
satisfying (4.4) if and only if
p(v1) ≤
(
8∑
i=2
√
p(vi)
)2
,
and the same form satisfies Inequality (4.7) for every a1 ∈ C and a3 . . . , a8 ∈ R satisfying
(4.6) if and only if
2(|p(z)|+ Re (p(z))) ≤
(
8∑
i=3
√
p(vi)
)2
.
We summarize the result of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 ([7]). A nonnegative quaternary quartic form p is sos if and only if both of
the following conditions hold.
• For every v1, . . . ,v8 ∈ R4 and α2, . . . , α8 ∈ {−1, 1} such that v1vT1 =
∑8
i=2 αiviv
T
i ,
(4.8) p(v1) ≤
(
8∑
i=2
√
p(vi)
)2
.
• For every z ∈ C4, for every v3, . . . ,v8 ∈ R4, and for every α3, . . . , α8 ∈ {−1, 1} such
that zzT + z¯z¯T =
∑8
i=3 αiviv
T
i ,
(4.9) 2(|p(z)|+ Re (p(z))) ≤
(
8∑
i=3
√
p(vi)
)2
.
Figure 2: The 1-level set of the polynomial p defined in (4.10).
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Example 4.3. Let us use Theorem 4.2 to prove that the following quaternary quartic form
(4.10) p(x) =
4∑
i=1
x4i +
∑
1≤i,j,k≤4
i 6=j,i6=k,j 6=k
x2ixjxk + 4x1x2x3x4,
whose 1-level set is plotted in Figure 2, is not sos. Take V to be the set of 8 elements given
by
V := {−1, 1} × {−1, 1} × {−1, 1} × {1},
and partition it as V = V + ∪ V −, where V + (resp. V −) is the subset of elements V whose
entries sum to an even (resp. odd) number. Up to scaling, the unique linear relationship
satisfied by the elements of V is given by∑
v∈V +
vvT −
∑
v∈V −
vvT = 0.
Let v1 ∈ V stand for the vector (1, 1, 1, 1)T , and denote the rest of the elements of V by
v2, . . . ,v8. It is easy to check that
p(v1) = 32 and p(vi) = 0 for i = 2, . . . , 8,
and therefore p does not satisfy requirement (4.8) in Theorem 4.2, and as result, p is not sos
as a result.
5. Proof of the Main Theorem. In this section we prove that C4,4 ⊆ Σ4,4. Our plan of
action is to show that any quaternary quartic form p that satisfies the following generalized
inequality:
(5.1) Qp(x,y) ≤
√
p(x)p(y) ∀x,y ∈ Rn
and
(5.2) |p(z)| ≤ Qp(z, z¯) ∀z ∈ Cn,
must satisfy the requirements (4.8) and (4.9) that appear in Theorem 4.2, and hence must
be sos. The containment C4,4 ⊆ Σ4,4 follows since convex quaternary quartics satisfy the
generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities with constants A∗2 = B∗2 = 1 by Theorem 3.4.
Let p be a quaternary quartic form satisfying the inequalities in (5.1) and (5.2), and let
us prove that p satisfies both requirements appearing in Theorem 4.2.
The first requirement in (4.8). Let v1, . . . ,v8 ∈ R4 and α2, . . . , α8 ∈ {−1, 1} such
that v1v
T
1 =
∑8
i=2 αiviv
T
i . Using the tensor notation developed in subsection 2.3, this is
equivalent to v21 =
∑8
i=2 αiv
2
i . Squaring
3 both sides of this equation leads to
v41 =
8∑
i=2
αiαjv
2
i v
2
j .
3The square of a vector v is simply the outer product of the vector with itself.
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Recall that the biform (x,y) 7→ Qp(x,y) defined in (2.3) can be seen as a linear function of
the symmetric outer product x2y2. We conclude that
p(v1) =
∑
2≤i,j≤8
αiαjQp(vi,vj).
Using (5.1), we know that |Qp(vi,vj)| ≤
√
p(vi)p(vj), and therefore
p(v1) ≤
∑
2≤i,j≤8
√
p(vi)p(vj).
The second requirement in (4.9). Let v3, . . . ,v8 ∈ R4, α3, . . . , α8 ∈ {1,−1} and
z ∈ C4 such that zzT + z¯z¯T = ∑8i=3 αivivTi . Squaring both side of the equation and applying
the biform Qp as before gives:∑
3≤i,j≤8
αiαjQp(vi,vj) = p(z) + p(z¯) + 2Qp(z, z¯) = 2 Re (p(z)) + 2Q(z, z¯).
On the one hand, using (5.2), we know that |p(z)| ≤ Q(z, z¯), so
2(Re (p(z)) + |p(z)|) ≤ 2 Re (p(z)) + 2Q(z, z¯).
On the other hand, by (5.1),∑
3≤i,j≤8
αiαjQp(vi,vj) ≤
∑
3≤i,j≤8
√
p(vi)p(vj).
In conclusion, 2(|p(z)|+ Re (p(z))) ≤∑8i=3√p(vi)p(vj).
6. Remarks on the Case of Ternary Sextics. It is natural to ask whether our proof
can be extended to show that convex ternary sextics are also sos. Theorem 4.2 for instance
generalizes in a straightforward fashion.
Theorem 6.1 ([7]). A nonnegative ternary sextic form p is sos if and only if both of the
following conditions hold.
• For every v1, . . . ,v9 ∈ R3 and α2, . . . , α9 ∈ {−1, 1} such that v31 =
∑9
i=2 αiv
3
i ,
(6.1) p(v1) ≤
(
9∑
i=2
√
p(vi)
)2
.
• For every z ∈ C3, for every v3, . . . ,v9 ∈ R3, and for every α3, . . . , α9 ∈ {−1, 1} such
that z3 + z¯3 =
∑9
i=3 αiv
3
i ,
(6.2) 2(|p(z)|+ Re (p(z))) ≤
(
9∑
i=3
√
p(vi)
)2
.
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In order for us to follow the same proof strategy that applies to quaternary quartics to
the set of ternary sextics, we would take an arbitrary convex ternary sextic and try to show
that it satisfies both requirements appearing in the previous Theorem. The first requirement
is easily dealt with since sextics satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality appearing
in (3.1) with a constant A∗3 equal to 1 (similar to the quartics case). Sextics on the other hand
satisfy (3.2) only with a constant B∗3 strictly larger than 1 (as opposed to B∗2 = 1 for quartics).
This proves to be the main obstacle preventing us from showing that convex ternary sextics
satisfy the second requirement in Theorem 6.1. In [7, Conjecture 7.3], the author conjectures
that this second requirement is actually not needed, in which case our proof strategy would
succeed.
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Appendix A. Proof of identity (3.3). Let q be a 2d-degree form in n variables and let
x,y be two vectors in Rn. By considering the restriction (x, y) 7→ q(xx + yy) of the form q
to the plane spanned by x and y if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that
n = 2, x = e1, and y = e2. As a consequence, it suffices to prove that the identity
Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) = 4
d(d+ 1)
pi
(
2d
d
)−1 ∫∫
x2+y2≤1
q(x, y) dxdy
holds for all bivariate convex forms q of degree 2d. This identity will follow from the following
lemma.
Lemma A.1. For k ∈ N, any form p in H2,k satisfies∫∫
x2+y2≤1
∆p(x, y) dxdy = k(k + 2)
∫∫
x2+y2≤1
p(x, y) dxdy.
Indeed, using this lemma inductively on the iterates q,∆q, . . . ,∆d−1q, we get∫∫
x2+y2≤1
∆dq(x, y) dxdy = 4d(d+ 1)d!2
∫∫
x2+y2≤1
q(x, y) dxdy.
Since ∆dq is a constant and the area of the unit disk is pi, we get that
∆dq =
4d(d+ 1)d!2
pi
∫∫
x2+y2≤1
q(x, y) dxdy.
Recall from subsection 2.5 that Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) = 1(2d)!∆dq, and therefore
Qq(e1 + ie2, e1 − ie2) = 4
d(d+ 1)
pi
(
2d
d
)−1 ∫∫
x2+y2≤1
q(x, y) dxdy,
which concludes the proof.
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Proof of Lemma A.1. Fix k ∈ N and a form p ∈ H2,k. Denote by D (resp. ∂D) the unit
disk (resp. unit circle). The well-known divergence theorem states that∫∫
D
∆p(x, y) dxdy =
∮
∂D
(
x
y
)T
∇p(x, y),
where
∮
∂D stands for the line integral over ∂D. Euler’s identity shows that the integrand on
the right-hand side of the previous equation is kp(x, y), and therefore∫∫
D
∆p(x, y) dxdy = k
∮
∂D
p(x, y).
Exploiting the fact that the function p is homogeneous of degree k again to relate the integral
on D to the line integral over ∂D (see [5, Corollary 1]) leads to∮
∂D
p(x, y) = (k + 2)
∫∫
D
p(x, y) dxdy,
which concludes the proof.
Appendix B. Proof that the constant A∗d defined in (3.4) is larger than 1 for all even
integers d ≥ 4. In this section, we will show that for all even integers d ≥ 4, there exists a
convex bivariate form pd of degree 2d that satisfies pd(1, 0) = pd(0, 1) = 1 and Qpd(e1, e2) > 1.
This shows that A∗d > 1.
Fix an integer d ≥ 4 and let pd := s+ αd q, where
s(x, y) :=
(x+ y)2d + (x− y)2d
2
, q(x, y) :=
d−1∑
k=1
x2ky2d−2k,
and αd is a positive constants defined explicitly in (B.1). Note that pd(1, 0) = pd(1, 0) = 1
and Qpd(e1, e2) = 1 +
αd
(2dd )
> 1.
It remains to prove that the form pd is convex. The idea of the proof is as follows. On
the one hand, the Hessian of the form s is positive definite everywhere except on the two lines
y = ±x, where it is only positive semidefinite. On the other hand, the Hessian of the form q is
positive definite on the two lines y = ±x. By picking αd to be small enough, we can therefore
make the form pd convex.
More formally, by homogeneity, it suffices to prove that the Hessian of p is positive semidef-
inite on the circle S := {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 + y2 = 2}. Let us now examine the Hessians of the
forms s and q individually. The Hessian of s is given by
∇2s(x, y) = d(2d− 1)
(
1 −1
1 1
)(
(x+ y)2d−2 0
0 (x− y)2d−2
)(
1 1
1 −1
)
.
The matrix ∇2s(x, y) is positive definite for every (x, y) ∈ S except on the four points X :=
{(±1,±1)} where it is only positive semidefinite. We will now prove that the Hessian of q is
positive definite on X. A simple computation shows that
∇2q(1, 1) = ∇2q(−1,−1) = d(d− 1)
3
(
4d− 5 2d+ 2
2d+ 2 4d− 5
)
,
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∇2q(1,−1) = ∇2q(−1, 1) = d(d− 1)
3
(
4d− 5 −2d− 2
−2d− 2 4d− 5
)
.
By examining the trace and the determinant of these matrices (which are univariate polyno-
mials in the variable d), we see that they are positive definite if and only if d ≥ 72 . Let us now
partition the circle S as
S = U ∪ (S \ U),
where U is any open subset of S containing X on which the matrix ∇2q is positive definite.
If we take
(B.1) αd := min‖u‖=1,(x,y)∈S\U
uT∇2s(x, y)u
|uT∇2q(x, y)u| > 0,
then the Hessian of the form pd := s+αdq is positive semidefinite on S, and the form pd itself
is therefore convex.
Appendix C. Simplifying the expression
∑d−1
j=0 sin
2
(
jpi
d − θ
)
cos2d−2
(
jpi
d − θ
)
.
Fix d ∈ N and θ ∈ R. To simplify notation, let
fd(θ) :=
d−1∑
j=0
sin2
(
jpi
d
− θ
)
cos2d−2
(
jpi
d
− θ
)
.
For j ∈ N, let rj := e−i
jpi
d . Using the fact that
cos
(
jpi
d
− θ
)
=
eiθrj + e
−iθr¯j
2
and sin
(
jpi
d
− θ
)
=
eiθrj − e−iθr¯j
2i
,
we get that
fd(θ) = − 1
22d
d−1∑
j=0
(
eiθrj − e−iθr¯j
)2 (
eiθrj + e
−iθr¯j
)2d−2
.
By expanding and exchanging the order of the summation, we get
fd(θ) = − 1
22d
2d−2∑
h=0
(
2d− 2
h
)(eiθ)2h d−1∑
j=0
r2hj + (e
iθ)2h−4
d−1∑
j=0
r2h−4j − 2(eiθ)2h−2
d−1∑
j=0
r2h−2j
 .
We now use the following simple fact about the sum of the kth powers of roots of unity:
∀k ∈ N
d−1∑
j=0
r2kj =
{
d if d divides k
0 otherwise,
to get
fd(θ) = − d
22d
2d−2∑
h=0
(
2d− 2
h
)(
e2iθh1{d | h} + e2i(h−2)θ1{d | h−2} − 2e2i(h−1)θ1{d | h−1}
)
,
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and therefore
fd(θ) =
2d
22d
((
2d−2
d−1
)
d
− cos(2dθ)
)
.
Appendix D. Hessian and Laplacian in polar coordinates.
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Fix a positive integer k a bivariate form p ∈ H2,k. Let us switch
from cartesian coordiantes (x, y) to polar coordinates (r, θ) defined by x = r cos(θ) and y =
r sin(θ) and write p(x, y) =: rkf(θ), for some twice-differentiable function f . Recall that the
gradient operator ∇ can be written in polar coordinates as follows
∇ = ∂
∂r
er +
1
r
∂
∂θ
eθ, where er :=
(
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
)
and eθ :=
(− sin(θ)
cos(θ)
)
.
The Hessian operator ∇2 = ∇ · ∇T is thus given by
∇2 = ∂
2
∂r2
err +
∂
∂r
(
1
r
∂
∂θ
)
erθ +
(
1
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2
)
eθθ,
where err = erer
T , erθ = ereθ
T + eθer
T and eθθ = eθeθ
T . Note that taking the derivative
of a form of degree k′ ≥ 1 with respect to r is equivalent to multiplying by k′r . The Hessian
operator, when applied to the k-degree form p, can thus be simplified further to
∇2p(x, y) = rk−2 (k(k − 1)f(θ)err + (k − 1)f ′(θ)erθ + (k + f ′′(θ)) eθθ) .
The Laplacian ∆p is given by the trace of the matrix ∇2p. Since the trace of both matrices
err and eθθ is one and the trace of erθ is zero, we get that
∆p(x, y) = rk−2
(
k2f(θ) + f ′′(θ)
)
.
Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let us first prove that for all nonnegative scalars
x2, . . . , xn, the optimal value of the minimization problem below is equal to (
∑n
i=2
√
xi)
2.
min
n∑
i=2
aixi s.t. ai > 0 for i = 2, . . . , n and
n∑
i=2
1
ai
= 1.
Let γ stand for the optimal value of this optimization problem. Taking ai =
(∑n
j=2
√
xj
)
x
− 1
2
i
for i = 2, . . . , n (with the convention that 0−1 = +∞) shows that γ ≤ (∑ni=2√xi)2. We now
show that γ ≥ (∑ni=2√xi)2. Consider positive scalars a2, . . . , an satisfying ∑ni=2 1ai = 1. Note
that
n∑
i=2
1
ai
= 1TA−11,
where 1T := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn−1 and A is the diagonal (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix with the
ai as diagonal elements. By taking the Schur complement, the inequality 1 − 1TA−11 ≥ 0
implies that A  11T . Therefore, by multiplying each side of this matrix inequality by uT :=
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(
√
x2, . . . ,
√
xn), we get (1
Tu)2 ≤ uTAu, i.e., (∑ni=2√xi)2 ≤ (∑ni=2 aixi)2. In conclusion,
γ ≥ (∑ni=2√xi)2.
Let us now prove that for any complex number z,
max
a∈C, 1
a
+ 1
a¯
=1
az + a¯z¯ = 2(|z|+ Re (z)).
First notice that a ∈ C satisfies 1a + 1a¯ = 1 if and only if a has the form 2 cos(θ)eiθ for some
θ ∈ R.
Write z = |z|eiα for some α ∈ R. Then,
max
θ
cos(θ) Re (eiθz) = max
θ
|z| cos(θ) cos(θ + α)
=
1
2
|z|max(cos(α) + cos(2θ + α))
=
1
2
|z|(1 + cos(α))
=
|z|+ Re (z)
2
.
The result follows as az + a¯z¯ = 4 Re (cos(θ)eiθz).
